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Group (RMG) is

one of the biggest

business conglomerates hav-

ing a very clear perception that

starting a business and con-

solidating it's base both in

favourable and unfavourable

economic scenario is not a sim-

ple task, which comprises

aspects like to please a large

number of people including

clients, colleagues, employees,

investors, associates and

many more.

The hall mark of good CMD

is not only the qualification or

experience, but it is his modus

operandi to deal with people.

Chaitanya Janga, the promoter

and founder of RMG is one

such inspiring entrepreneur,

who founded the RMG, a flag-

ship company in 1992. In the

last few years, the group has

crossed many mile stones and

has retained its lead position

in media operations. RMG,

has diversified into many areas

of operation and it the biggest

conglomerate with broadest

reach in different business

lines. Janga, an MBA post

graduate, is also the President

o f  F i lm  and  Te lev i s ion

Promotion Council of Andhra

Pradesh and Joint Secretary

of Andhra Pradesh Film

Chamber of Commerce.

FOU R ,  Th e  L i f e s t y l e

Magazine, Magic Mantra, Red

Branding and Great India

live.com. An effective brand-

ing strategy gives a major

edge in increasingly compet-

itive markets."

Chaitanya Janga said, "In

the journey of all these years,

RMG has achieved and pro-

gressed with pride and plea-

sure. People and relations,

we value them like nothing else.

It is just satisfaction of our

delighted customers that keep

us top among the crowd and

made us diversify into differ-

ent areas with an integrated

and trustworthy approach. The

group has diversified into cer-

ta in  segments  such as

Research Media, Celebrity

Hub, Magic Mantra, New Wave

Advertising, Red Branding,

R e s e a r c h  M e d i a

Entertainments, World Fashion

Man ia ,  P ink  PR L ines ,

Updates, Real Updates, Smart

Signages , Harika Printing and

Te c h n o l o g i e s ,  R M G

Destination Tours, Silk OTT,

Future 3, A world class

showreel, Great India live.com.

Janga said that "We cre-

ated a way and a platform for

more than 70, 000 celebrities

and models. Today Research

Media is a conglomerate. We

have a complex media allied

associates with a vision to be

the most valued international

brand promotion company.

New avenues, new opportu-

nities and expanding our glob-

al presence and move with a

goal to get global recognition

from the world over.

The three pillars of the

RMG are: “Magic Mantra”,

“Red Branding”, “Four &

Future-3”. These three com-

panies are shining bright in the

media and glamour arena.

A b o u t , “ M a g i c  M a n t r a ”

Chaitanya Janga shared his

views and aspirations: "It's a

journey of three decades dur-

ing which RMG diversified into

many areas and emerged as

a conglomerate. 

The "Magic Mantra" the

event management company,

was set up in 2009. Its begin-

ning was small but it's vision

was big. The burning desire

was to grow and to stay at top

in the market in terms of rep-

utation and revenue. By now

“Magic Mantra” has achieved

Rs. 572 crore turn over and

aims to cross Rs.1000 crore,

soon. 10 years is a short spell

of time, but it is a long span in

business world. These words

are best suited to "Magic

Mantra", which has organised

hundreds of corporate events

besides providing services in

the field of Media, Advertising,

PR relations and research. A

small step initiated a decade

ago has proved to be a giant

leap for the event management

industry both in India and

abroad. 

The biggest automobile

companies like Toyota Yaris,

Glanza were launched with

“Magic Mantra” s support.

Encouraged by the success,

"Magic Manta" sharpened its

skills to emerge as a pioneer

and has now devised plans to

organize events in a big way

in 48 countries including Dubai

and UAE in which Hollywood

and Tollywood celebrities in

large number will participate.

The “Magic Mantra” is also

going to organise an interna-

tional event to propagate 'uni-

versal brotherhood", Janga

said.

"Future 3" a new initiative

to impart training to those

wanting to make career in the

f ie ld  o f  model l ing,  was

launched at Lokhandwala

Complex in Andheri West in

North West Mumbai, by RMG

CMD Chaiatnya  Janga. Janga

said that “Four & Future 3"

seeks to help aspirants to ful-

fil the ambitions of the aspi-

rants to achieve glory and rich-

es. Under the initiative, the can-

didates will be directed how

they can be placed in keeping

with their physical appearance

and their age. 

The "Four & Future 3" will

groom the aspirants as amaz-

ing models by teaching them

how to maintain their gait, how

to focus on the theme of the

shoot through their eyes and

body language etc. 

With this we plan to pro-

vide direct and indirect employ-

ment opportunities to the youth

to become models, brand

ambassadors and as artists in

Web series".

RMG group is also in the

process of floating another

venture "Red Branding". It was

inaugurated on a grand note

in Mumbai. Following all the

strategies in the field of busi-

ness, Janga is now set to chal-

lenge the international platform

and stated that it all depends

on the quality they are pro-

viding. Janga, said that “Our

journey from advertising to

brand building and then to

Red Branding is amazing and

inspiring to others. We gained

experience through our failures

and used it to achieve our goal

with undaunted courage and

unflinching self-confidence.

RMG's “Miss Celebrity

(International) 2022" will soon

be organised in a big way in

Mumba i  o r  New De lh i .

International celebrities from

40 countries across the globe

world would come on one plat-

form. RMG Executive Director

PVS Varma said," we spe-

cialise in corporate events,

conferences, destinations

meets, fundraiser events, foun-

dation stone laying cere-

monies, government level pro-

grammes, TV and film award

functions, Global fashion

Shows, CME Events, media

and PR events. RMG compa-

nies are patronized by over

18000 clients across the globe

in the last three decades. 

Now with our new Pan India

venture “Red Branding”, we are

targeting 30000 plus clients

from MSME and Corporate

Sectors."

Regarding this matter,

Director of Operations of the

company Ch Hari Leela Prasad

&  CEO Lipi Das said, 'This is

a golden opportunity for young

and talented people to build

up their career.”.
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SIDBI’s Standup Mitra
Portal set up under

GOI’s Stand-Up India
scheme

Udaipur : The Stand up Mitra Portal, which

was set up by Small Industries Development

Bank of India (SIDBI) under guidance of

Department of Financial Services, Ministry of

Finance, to pioneer national mission of Stand-

Up India,  has successfully recorded more than

96,000 loan sanctions worth more than Rs.

21,000 crore as on September 30, 2020. The

portal was launched in April 2016 to extend

online financial assistance to the unserved and

underserved segment of the society without

the need of visiting any bank branch and apply

for loan online under the Stand-Up India

Scheme. The Stand-Up India scheme targets

at ensuring access to unnerved/underserved

segments of women and Scheduled Caste

(SC)& Schedule Tribes(ST) pan India basis

by providing them financial assistance start-

ing from Rs.10 lakh to Rs.1 crore for setting

up of Greenfield (new) enterprises.

For easing various credit and handholding

access aspects of aspirant helps entrepreneurs

intending to apply for loan(1.25 lakh+ bank

branches), seek handholding support (from

8,000+ active handholding agencies) and look

for credible information, portal has been with

them.The scheme has since been extended

upto year 2025by Government of India (GoI).

Shri V.Satya Venkata Rao, Deputy Managing

Director of SIDBI said, “One of the major func-

tions of SIDBI has always been strengthening

the Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises’

(MSMEs) ecosystem through implementation

of various GOI schemes with special thrust on

digitizing access. We are happy that nearly a

lakh of aspirants have opted to set up their

new enterprises under Stand-Up India. In

order to give further fillip to pockets/segments

which are left out, we invite aspirants to look

at this scheme for realizing their dreams. We

are undertaking steps such as supporting

Swavalamban Sankalp through Dalit Indian

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DICCI),

which represents mainstreaming mission of

SC/ST segments. Through the portal, we also

look forward to deepen the mission of equi-

table outreach to all segments and regions in

the country looking for making Swavalamban

their preferred vocation.”

Premium Range of
Combi Ovens by

Häfele
Our modern and

b u s y  l i f e s t y l e s

demand multi-func-

tionality from every-

one and everything

around us. It is just

not enough to have

a master of one, we need a jack of all trades!

Keeping this in mind, Häfele brings to you

Combi-ovens from its Premium Range of

Appliances which combine the standard tech-

nology of an oven with added modes of steam

or microwave to give you better cooking, bak-

ing and steaming results.Going beyond the con-

ventional oven cooking method, Combi-ovens

pack two or more cooking styles in one appli-

ance, making it a highly diverse option and a

space saving solution. 

MoU between MLSU
and GGTU

--------------------------

MLSU will cooperate in setting up the

Department of Pharmacy, Chemistry,

Physics, and Environmental Sciences in

the Vagad region.

-----------------------

Udaipur: An MoU was signed between

Mohanlal Sukhadia University and Govind

Guru Tribal University Banswara on Saturday

to coordinate teaching, research, and student

welfare activities. The MoU was signed by Prof.

Amerika Singh, and Prof. IV Trivedi in Banswara,

Vice-Chancellor of both universities

Sukhadia University spokesman Dr. Kunjan

Acharya said that after taking over the charge

Vice-Chancellor Professor Amerika Singh had

expressed his intention that Sukhadia University

will always be in the role of prompt and coop-

eration for the development of Govind Guru

Tribal University. According to this intention,

Prof Singh reached Banswara on Friday

evening. He met the Vice-Chancellor of GGTU,

Prof IV Trivedi, and officially finalized this MoU

after a mutual discus-

s ion on Saturday

morning. Under this,

Sukhadia University

will cooperate fully to

establish and develop

the Department of

Pharmacy, Chemistry,

P h y s i c s ,  a n d

E n v i r o n m e n t a l

Sciences. With this,

the student welfare and

teachers' interaction

program will be start-

ed with immediate effect. Both universities will

participate in teaching and research activities.

Skillful education courses will develop togeth-

er. Both universities will cooperate in acade-

mic and cultural events. Short-term courses

(short term) will be created and conducted.

Will make use of learning materials, develop-

ment, and resources among themselves.

Teachers, students, and researchers will have

interacted, and training programs will be con-

ducted jointly to improve teachers' educational

quality. On this occasion, the occasion Prof.

Amerika Singh said that first, the area of GGTU

is being part of Sukhadia University and later

got the status of a full university, so we will try

and cooperate in all possible ways for its devel-

opment and to give it a comprehensive view.

GGTU Vice-Chancellor Prof IV Trivedi said that

this is a historic occasion when Mohanlal

Sukhadia University has come forward to

extend its hand of cooperation. This effort will

prove to be a milestone in the development of

the tribal University. The two universities will

work together, and the students of the tribal

areas will get the country exposed to the world's

innovations

Govt working towards Atma Nirbharta in Mining & Steel &
to make India Global Manufacturing Hub: Steel Minister

The mining, coal, and petroleum sector has

been one of the prime focus sectors in terms

of development and reforms in the past few

years. Our Steel Consumption per capita glob-

ally has grown over the years and our market

has more capability deliberated Mr. Dharmendra

Pradhan, Hon’ble Union Minister of Steel,

Petroleum & Natural Gas In National Mining

Summit, Theme: Reforms for Atma Nirbharta

in Mining Sector organized by PHD Chamber

of Commerce and Industry.

Mr. Dharmendra Pradhan while talking

about the reforms mentioned the bidding sys-

tem has helped in the equal distribution of the

revenue. He mentioned that we need to exploit,

access, and monetize the natural resources at

the same time leveraging technology, trans-

parent bidding process making India cost-com-

petitive so that the raw material is available

with ease.

He emphasized that while India is becom-

ing self-reliant, we need to make India a glob-

al manufacturing hub for which we need to mon-

etize the mineral resources of the country and

make the process more simplified. We need

to make this sector more profitable so that busi-

ness investments can be increased in this sec-

tor.

Mr. Faggan Singh Kulaste, Hon’ble Minister

of State for Steel mentioned that India is the

land of resources. While some of the resources

are available abundantly, many need the inter-

vention of international markets. Under the

visionary initiatives of Shri Narendra Modi Ji,

we are progressing towards making India

Atmanirbhar and, for the same, there are a lot

of reforms and developments taking place in

the mining sector.

He discussed that the government wants

to get the intervention of the private sector in

the auctions and India needs to work in the

coal sector. Government is in constant talks in

introducing systematic reforms, leverage ease

of doing business at the same time help in boost-

ing the sector and economy, making India self-

reliant in the times to come.

Mr. Jayanta Roy, Senior Vice President, ICRA

while presenting the knowledge report talked

about the current status of the mining sector,

key challenges, recent government interven-

tions, key opportunities, rebooting for reforms

2.0, and changes proposed in the MMDR Act

1957. He also talked about the importance of

the mining sector in the economy, employment

generation, and its linkage in other sectors as

well.

Talking about some of the challenges, he

deliberated about the slow regulatory approvals,

risk in capital blockage, environmental clear-

ance, limited investment in mineral explo-

ration, sub-optimal investment in technology,

and others. He gave a detailed outlook about

the key policy changes implemented recently

in the mining sector paving way for the bet-

terment of the industry with reforms such as

iron ore and commercial coal mine auctions

are helping India to step up in the global mar-

ket.

Mr. Sanjay Aggarwal, President, PHD

Chamber of Commerce and Industry in his pres-

idential address complimented the Government

of India for announcing bold structural reforms

in the Mining sector that will go a long way in

making India Atma Nirbhar in mining, coal, and

steels sectors.

He mentioned that the reforms are likely to

boost the production of various minerals by

introducing competition, transparency, private

sector participation, and an increase in foreign

investment. The government has announced

a composite exploration-cum-mining-cum-pro-

duction regime under which 500 mining blocks

will be offered through the open and transparent

auction route through amendments to the

Mines and Minerals (Development and

Regulation) Act. He also discussed some silent

features of the reforms announced that will help

in boosting the mining sector in times to come.

Mr. Aggarwal emphasized that the Summit

aims to bring policymakers and bureaucrats

from Central and State Governments and

entrepreneurs on a single platform to deliber-

ate on the benefits of the reforms announced

by the Government recently and give recom-

mendations for circumventing challenges posed

by the recent disruption in the sector.

Mr. Anil Chaudhary, Chairman, Minerals &

Metals Committee, PHD Chamber of Commerce

and Industry while giving an industry outlook,

its challenges, and ways forward, deliberated

about the role of mining in the development of

the nation. He mentioned that India is blessed

with good resources of Iron in the Country and,

it is one of the largest miners of iron. We need

to accelerate the requirements for the better-

ment of the economy for which we need

reforms. He mentioned that Atma Nirbhar

Bharat is a concept that everyone has to carry

forward and, the mining sector can be one of

the major contributors in making India self-reliant.

Mr. Naveen Jindal, Co-Chairman, Minerals

& Metals Committee, PHD Chamber of

Commerce and Industry delivered a formal vote

of thanks to all the delegates  and participants

and talked about the need for stringent poli-

cies in the coal sector so that it benefits all and

particularly the Industry itself.

Need of Healthy
Political Environment

in Kashmir

U
nion Home Minister Amit Shah recently launched a

scathing attack on the political front called People's

Alliance for Gupkar Declaration (PAGD) in the form

of National Conference, PDP, People's Conference and CPIM,

saying that the Gupkar gang will bring Jammu and Kashmir

back to terror, violence, unrest and upheaval. This secret polit-

ical party is contesting the elections of local bodies in the state.

As of now, Congress has no declared agreement with them,

but there is a discussion about the coordination of seats at the

local level. Should the darkness of peace, harmony and demo-

cratic process never recede with the increasing activism of the

group?
The Home Minister has addressed the group as a gang

rather than a political party, even though some people may not

agree, there may have been some reasons to call it a gang.

An entire environment which is being created, it is going to

increase terror and unrest, and it does not seem to reduce at

all. Why is there a need to make anti-national, terror and unsus-

tainable activities and ideas contagious? The process of peace

and development of the province should be interrupted. In the

midst of the aggressive and anti-national activities of the group,

how can we imagine that violence will not increase, terror will

not grow and unrest will not increase? So the first thing to pay

attention to is the environment of Kashmir, the atmosphere

there. What kind of environment have the local political par-

ties created around them? Till that does not change, events

and instruments that provoke violence and terror will emerge.

Th e  e f f o r ts  o f  t h e

Government of India to estab-

lish peace in this province of

terror and violence have def-

initely become the basis of

vibrant democracy. There is a need to give a chance to the

settled civilized political voices to be active rather than the so-

called voices of political and communal parochialism in Kashmir,

to unveil new avenues of development and peace; it is natur-

al for the Home Minister to be a particularly aggressive attack-

er. . If these parties are adamant on the demand for the return

of Article 370 in the state then how and why can they agree to

this demand? The Constitution of India and the democratic

system here allow them to speak in a peaceful manner, but

their anti-national activities and statements are not acceptable

in any case.

The Central Government and the Bharatiya Janata Party

have been saying that the decision to abolish the special pro-

vision under Article 370 has been taken in the interest of the

people of the state, which had been felt for a long time. Now

the election is the appropriate time when BJP workers can go

door to door and explain the merits of this decision to the peo-

ple and they should also explain. One should also expose the

undemocratic activities of the political organizations of Jammu

and Kashmir and the statements and opinions that have given

rise to terror-unrest and violence in the province.

This will enable democracy to be established there. Even

after sitting away, every Indian is feeling deeply and seeing

that an atmosphere of peace, harmony, development and co-

life is being created in Jammu and Kashmir. There democra-

cy is seen to be admirable in the shadow of the Constitution.

But there is a long line of idleness dissidents in secret, like

powerless dissidents, who are less prone to peace, more dan-

ger in the craving for power. They all want us to criticize, seek

evil even in goodness, and also describe the conditions of peace

and harmony as turbulent, but they do not present an exam-

ple of peace, good governance and development.

We make mistakes but do not accept liability. Such a class

is once again active on issues related to irony and tragedy for

Jammu and Kashmir. They are unable to use their creative

power, so they believe in increasing disorganization and unrest

on the basis of democratic rights in local body elections.

Even during the peak days of insurgency in this state, not

only the parties associated with the secretive government have

been running the government in the state by staying connect-

ed with the election process, but hundreds of their leaders and

activists have been killed in terrorist attacks and these cen-

tre’s at different times. They have also been a part of the gov-

ernment, but it is also very true that they ( Gupkar)have taken

the loaves of her political interest by giving an opportunity to

thrive terrorism, creating an atmosphere of unrest and block-

ing development. It is also true that prominent leaders of these

parties have been supporting the Indian side of Kashmir on

international forums. Even today, they are strongly involved in

local elections, not talking about boycotting elections. But these

parties are adamant on the demand for the return of Article

370 in the state, if they join the view of Pakistan, how can they

be agreed?

Home minister Amit Shah has described these political orga-

nizations in Kashmir as criminal gangs or gangs, so there is

no exaggeration in this. This is a courageous step, the courage

of the Central Government in Kashmir has even removed Article

370, and more than that it has shown maturity by creating con-

ditions to maintain peace and order. In the new situations after

the removal of Article 370, the people of Kashmir have breathed

a sigh of relief, the absence of unpleasant, violent, terrorist

and chaotic situations in the new environment is a sign of faith

in the Central Government. . Taking every step in the province

with democratic caution and prudence is the need of the hour,

whether local bodies elections or political activities of active

grouping in them. Now the new round of violence and terror

begin in the valley by giving support to wrong and chaotic polit-

ical parties.

Establishing democratic governance in Kashmir is the biggest

priority before the Narendra Modi government. But some self-

ish politicians and political parties associated with groupism

are advocating their own self-motivated parallel ideals, seeing

the ideal being established in some corner. That is, just the act

of healthy tradition. Tricky display of trickery. Wherever such

people are, there is a big obstacle to advanced life and a strong

nation. In Kashmir too, such obstructive people are seen abus-

ing democracy. There are some people everywhere we can

disagree, but who are difficult to ignore. Instead of walking with

a person walking, they stick to him.

- Lalit Garg

Editorial 
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